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Global Earth Observations
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In situ 
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AI & Machine  
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Settlement 
Mapping



Advances, Challenges, and Opportunities
• Terabyte to 

Petabytes of spatial 
and temporal data

•Sparse ground-truth
•Accessibility issues
•No benchmarks

•Data + ML is a game 
changer if this 
technology is harnessed 
to meet the challenges of 
monitoring and 
predication at local, 
reginal, and global scales

[Overpeck, J.T., Meehl, G.A., Bony, S., and D.R. Easterling, 
"Climate Data Challenges in the 21st Century" Science, 2011]

Disasters: > $155 B (2018) 
FAO: 1/3 of Food lost or waster, whereas 1 Billion people or hungry 



Measuring agricultural productivity and 
economic well-being from space

Marshall Burke
Stanford University  |  Atlas AI

With thanks to collaborators David Lobell, Stefano Ermon, Zhenong Jin, George Azzari, Talip Kilic, 
Sydney Gourlay, Siobhan Murray, Anthony Perez, Chris Yeh, Anne Driscoll, Zhongyi Tang, and 
many others

Northwestern, Mar 2019
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Burke & Lobell, PNAS 2017; Jin et al Remote Sensing 2018; Lobell, Azzari, Burke, Kilic et al AJAE

Kenya, 2014
Imagery: 1m Skysat
Plot level R2 = 0.39

Satellites do a good job of measuring ag productivity

Kenya, 2015
Imagery: 1m Skysat
Plot level R2 = 0.20

Kenya, 2017
Imagery: 10m Sentinel
District level R2 = 0.55

Uganda, 2016
Imagery: 10m Sentinel
Plot level R2 = 0.55

And errors are as much from noisy ground data as from satellites!



Satellites do a good job in predicting well-being in cross-section

Village-level asset wealth, Africa



Satellites do a good job in predicting well-being in cross-section

Village-level asset wealth, Africa

Village-level consumption
Uganda
r2 = 0.5



Estimates can be scaled



Deep Computer Vision for High 
Resolution Settlement Mapping

Raju Vatsavai
NC State University

Collaborators
E. Wibbels, A. Krishna, N. Kaza, B. Bhaduri

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is your personalized one-slide digital poster template for the Faculty Fellows Symposium! Please do not change the dimensions of the slide or move the headshot and name at the top. Feel free to move around and resize any of the other text boxes.As you design your slide, please endeavor to make it as visual as possible and use high-resolution images (or high-res GIFs or video) to capture your research. Use a font size no smaller than 3.5pt for captions.Research Emphasis: Under this heading, please provide brief text that summarizes your research area (~ 50 words or less). Use a font size of 5pt.Collaboration Potential: Under this heading, provide 2 or 3 bullet points that summarize research areas for which you are actively seeking or would welcome collaborators, so that other fellows may learn how their interests intersect with yours.Please use Arial font throughout.
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Human Settlement Mapping

Higher 
Income

Lower 
Income

Middle 
Income

• Proportion of population living in slums is 
increasing
• 1950: 0.08 Billion (3%), 

2000: 0.9 Billion (15%), 
2030: 2 Billion (25%)

• In Bengaluru, number of slums increased 
officially from 473 in 2003 to 597 in 2013  
(16.5%) (Gross underestimate). 

• There is no census on where these 
settlements are and how their physical 
characteristics change over time.

• It is hard to monitor them on the ground 
and cities have little incentive.

• There is little understanding on how the 
social and political networks in these areas 
operate.



Modern Machine Learning Approaches
Informal
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matches
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Informal = 2
=> Class = Formal

Classifier Overall 
Accuracy

NB 77.15

DT 79.58

KNN 73.94

MLP 76.76

XGB 83.05

ADB 77.02

RF 82.92

CNN 86.3

Key Findings
• Actual number of slums are far more than 

those stated in government records
• Area: 4-17% of city area
• 600-2000 neighborhoods
• A number of new slums came up over last 

15 years
• Algorithms are better at detecting slums at 

the lower end of the continuum with 
poorer infrastructure and housing quality

• Better census enumeration
• Forecasting populations at high resolution





Algorithmic Audits
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Algorithmic Audit

Formal inspection of 
a computer-assisted system 

to verify legal and ethical compliance.



Obvious Requirements of Audits

Audits should be conducted by independent, third parties.

Auditors should have both 
algorithmic and domain expertise.

Entities that affect larger numbers of people 
with greater effect require more rigorous auditing.

Auditing must be complemented with 
penalties and enforcement.



All computer-assisted 
analysis is in question.

• Not just “AI” or “big data” 
or “decision-making”

• Not just technical 
algorithms

• All computer-assisted 
processes that lead to 
decisions or influence 
stakeholders

• We are already behind.
Image: http://www.ilmarefilm.org/archive/weizenbaum_archiv_E.html; http://people.dbmi.columbia.edu/~ehs7001/Buchanan-Shortliffe-1984/MYCIN%20Book.htm



Images: https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/107/hr3763/text; https://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/news-
photo/president-george-w-bush-signs-hr-3763-as-members-of-the-news-photo/51681899

Financial audits offer 
a good model.

• Regular cycle

• Auditing infrastructure

• Personal accountability of 
organizational leaders

• Auditing will increase 
overhead costs.



Strategic conservatism 
is a virtue.

• “First, do no harm” context of 
development
– Cf. “Move fast and break things”

• Paradox: Good human 
institutions are a prerequisite, but 
they reduce value-add of AI.

• Plenty of other programs to fund 
while AI kinks are worked out. 
(But, research in this area is 
encouraged)

Image: https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/15/business/amish-technology.html



Summary
Algorithmic audits should be routine for 
development organizations.

Audits should be conducted for any 
computer-assisted system that affects 
decisions or influences stakeholders.

Financial audits offer a good model for 
algorithmic audits.

In development, strategic conservative 
about technology innovation is a virtue. 

Thank you!
toyama@umich.edu





Forecasting Civic Space Closures

Scott de Marchi and Erik Wibbels, Duke University



Converting news into events

Two events in lead 
sentence:

1. Kenyan police have 
launched an internal 
investigation

2. riot police beating and 
kicking an apparently 
unconscious man on 
the sidelines of an 
election protest 
caused outrage

More interested 
in this one



Event Pre-processing “riot police beating and kicking an apparently unconscious man on the 
sidelines of an election protest caused outrage”

1. Noun chunks + actor dictionary:
“riot” and “police” becomes “riot police”

3/4. Part-of-Speech and Dependency:

2. Word embeddings:

riot police

beating

outrage



Learning events

Collect stories + manually 
code training set

The image part with relationship ID rId4 was not found in the file.

Etc...

EventsData



Goal: predict civic space closures 
• Key independent variables in forecasting model:

• Event data will be coarsened into count IV’s
• Structural / economic data
• SME quarterly surveys
• Social media data / sentiment
• Text as data

• Model will work at monthly or quarterly level
• Four countries initially (Kenya, Mali, Nigeria, Tanzania)
• Will expand to 100+ countries
• Results will be pushed out to SME’s / users on the ground



Modeling Challenges
• Events may be systematically biased

• Sources may not cover nations
• Urban, English-speaking, etc. oversampled
• Solution: use quarterly SME survey to check actors / events

• NLP applied to event data has spotty history
• Attribution of actor, target, and action type are difficult, particularly with 

intrastate phenomena
• Duplication, missing events, etc.
• Solution: hand-coded training set and new technology via cnn’s

• Overfitting in data poor contexts



Modeling Challenges (cont.)

• Parsimonious feature set aids prediction but impedes 
interpretation
• PCA (linear) and autoencoders (non-linear) difficult to substantively 

interpret
• Solution: trade fit for interpretability 

• “Black box” models may be most successful at forecasting
• We expect monotonic effects but often have only local effects
• T-SNE and LIME vs linear regression coefficients 
• Solution: trade out-of-sample accuracy for interpretability 







How do users activate content?

Probability of voting as explained by: 
the weight we give to ideology,𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘

• media reputation, 𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘
• issue attention, 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑈𝑈𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 = −𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘 2 + 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘 + 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖



Calvo, Ventura & Aruguete (
(2018

2018
)

)

#Bolsonaro
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Importance of attention by quantileImportance of Ideology by quantile



“pull” by the median weighted user

Optimal Location, Adams, 
Merrill, and Grofman (2005)
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@katestarbird

The Disinformation Campaign 
Targeting the White Helmets in Syria

US National Science Foundation 
IIS 1342252, IIS 1420255, IIS 1541688
Office of Naval Research



Disinformation during Conflict
The Case of the White Helmets in Syria

“White Helmets” tweets 2017-2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
for more than a year, we’ve been conducting research on the information ecosystem surrounding the ongoing (and horrifying) conflict in Syriain this research we, looked at tweet content surrounding the Syria Civil Defense - also know as the “White Helmets” - a volunteer response group that works in rebel-held areas of Syria; this group does search and rescue and provides medical aid to people impacted by the civil war there… typically people suffering from attacks by the Syrian government or their allies (Russian and Iran)… the White Helmets also document these impacts which has served to garner solidarity with and sympathy for the Syrian people from Western audiencesif you go online and search for the White Helmets, you can find tweets like these supporting them



Disinformation during Conflict
The Case of the White Helmets in Syria

“White Helmets” tweets 2017-2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
content that challenges the White Helmets, claiming that they are a propaganda construct of the West, equating them with “terrorists”, and calling them “crisis actors”100s of articles across many domains, at first it seems odd, but after reading dozens of articles on very different domains, the content can be very compellingat the very least, one begins to doubt that the White Helmets are who they say they are and that the “mainstream” media is portraying them fairly



Method: Data Collection
• Collected Twitter data related to the conflict in Syria

• Ongoing collection, began June 2017

• Used the Twitter Streaming API

• Scoped to tweets w/ “White Helmets”

• 2M+ tweets

Retweet Network Graph
+ Linked-To Domains

Disinformation during Conflict
A View from the Twitter Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
for this study, we started with Twitter data related to the conflict in Syria and scoped to focus on tweets with “White Helmets” (which was one of our search terms)this is one representation of that dataset…the center of this graph is a “retweet network graph” of that conversation (describe a little)around the outside are the most-cited domains (external websites) in that conversationall sized proportionally by how many tweets/retweets that received



Method: Data Collection
• Collected Twitter data related to the conflict in Syria

• Ongoing collection, began June 2017

• Used the Twitter Streaming API

• Scoped to tweets w/ “White Helmets”

• 2M+ tweets

Retweet Network Graph
+ Linked-To Domains

Pro-White Helmets 
Content

Anti-White Helmets 
Content

Disinformation during Conflict
A View from the Twitter Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
using a community detection algorithm we identified two major clusters of accounts in this conversation, pro-White Helmets in blue, anti-White Helmets in red, the web domains are colored by the proportion of tweets linking to those domains from either cluster…as you can see, the red cluster is dominating this conversation, flooding the information space, overwhelming messages of support for the White Helmets and their efforts to share evidence of impacts of the conflictif you go online and search for information about the White Helmets - you are much more likely to encounter content criticizing and delegitimizing the White Helmets than content supporting them…



Disinformation during Conflict
Content Sharing across “Independent” Media Domains

Presenter
Presentation Notes
one of the ways they flood the information space… one of the techniques of this disinformation campaign, involves “content-sharing” or article astroturfing across websites … and this has profound effects on those who go online to “do their own research” about the White Helmetsearly in this research, we started with the content-first (before we assumed a macro view) we read dozens of articles across many and diverse sites, content was extremely graphic, the arguments (as we read them over and over again) began to land, to change how we viewed the White Helmets, even though we went in knowing, to some extent, that we would be encountering propaganda, many of the websites didn’t seem like propaganda at first… a few of them were wrapped up for left-leaning viewers like ourselves (and were very effective) — and the effect was compounded by the sense that so many different people and different websites had these same views…not only was the negative content overwhelming the pro-WH content (in terms of volume) but we were also getting this sense of triangulation… as it turns out, false triangulation



Same long passage of text (multiple paragraphs) appears in both articles.

RT 21stCenturyWire

Disinformation during Conflict
Content Sharing across “Independent” Media Domains

Presenter
Presentation Notes
eventually we started to notice that the same content, often the same article, word for word, appeared across multiple different “independent” media domainsin this example, the author of an article hosted on the “anti-imperialist”, conspiracy theory website 21stCenturyWire has copied and pasted an entire article from RT into her article - and just added some lead-in text abovethis kind of “content sharing” was common in the ecosystem promoting anti-White Helmets views



Articles linked-to from 
“White Helmets” tweets 2017-2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
we mapped that behavior… creating a network graph where two domains are connected when they both published a very similar article…this part of the graph features the web domains that were most prominent in their sharing of anti-WH articles; the nodes are sized by the number of tweets linking to these domains in our set; I’ve colored a few of the most prominent domains in terms of information production and media typeThe three light blue sites generated the vast majority of original articles (copied elsewhere in the graph); Russian government media are integrated into this graph… they sometimes generate content; and sometimes republish content that first appeared elsewherethe majority of the remaining domains were simply amplifiers in the dataset…this list of includes domains like thetruthseeker, truepatriot.net, veterans today, yournewswire, activistpost, and a terrible little site called jewworldorder…you can get a sense that it’s varied and in places, quite unnervingwhat’s interesting about this… is that we can see the same articles, dressed up in different wrappers, designed for different audiencesdisaffected U.S. veterans, “uprooted palestinians”, anti-imperialist think tanks, anti-war “activists”, alt-right “patriot” sites, and a multitude of sites dedicated to conspiracy theorizing on various topicsthis structure functions to bring ideologically distinct (and in some cases seemingly oppositional) domains together around common narratives and perspectives; this gives the appearance of a diverse set of people converging around the same ideas (a sense of triangulation, false triangulation)it is also possible, and even likely, considering what we know about historical strategies and what we’ve seen in other recent cases, that these content sharing practices are micro-targeting specific communities with strategic narratives (through websites designed to speak to different audiences)This strategy is extremely effective. Our own research team… many of them fell for one of these sites and it was only after we created and studied this graph that they realized they’d been duped… though the doubt they had grown to feel about the White Helmets never completely faded



Take Aways
• Disinformation campaign against the White Helmets worked to sow doubt in the 

organization — to undermine Western sympathy in their cause, to diminish trust in 
their documentation of the civilian impacts of the Syrian government and their 
Russian allies

• The campaign was cross-platform (Twitter, Youtube, news websites and blogs)

• The “alternative media ecosystem” facilitated this campaign — government-controlled 
(Russian, Iranian, Syrian) outlets were integrated into this ecosystem

• This ecosystem is filled with “astroturfed” content (the same content spread across 
diverse websites) which microtargets specific audiences and disrupts media literacy 
strategies (triangulation)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. it built from long-standing narratives about Western imperialism and leveraged criticisms of Western funding of NGOs… and it mobilized that in various ways to undermine the White Helmets and then, in turn, to use them to further criticize US and NATO involvement in Syria



Students
Ahmer Arif, Tom Wilson, Katie Van Koevering, Kayta Yefimova
Many more students from HCDE, CSE, and the iSchool who participated through 
Directed Research Groups during 2017-2019

Collaborators
Emma Spiro at UW iSchool
SOME Lab - University of Washington

Kate Starbird
kstarbi@uw.edu
@katestarbird
emCOMP Lab

US National Science Foundation 
1342252, 1420255, 1541688, 1715078, 1749815

Office of Naval Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
scarnecchia@gmail.com





FIRMS, MARKETS & ALGORITHMS PANEL

• Background:

• A plethora of missing/incomplete markets

• Tension between AI as automation and on-the-ground efforts to secure employment (Mehdi)

• Questions:

• In the specific markets you work on, what are the frontiers for doing good?

• Are there low hanging fruit, i.e. under-exploited markets, where these data analytic approaches might promote 
development w/out huge investments?

• How can we get these tools/techniques (or at least their output) into the hands of small producers and 
consumers to improve household outcomes? 

• What are the main challenges (lack of data, regulation, etc.) to applying big data analytics to markets in the 
developing world? How have you managed capacity-related challenges -- e.g., did you seek out partnerships 
with large tech or local firms, build in-house data science teams, etc.?

• Are there unique biases or ethics concerns you've run up against, or that you've found you have to at least be 
careful with, in using AI/ML in the kinds of markets with which you work?





SOLVING YOUTH
UNEMPLOYMENT
THROUGH
PARTNERSHIPS

Using big data analysis to provide tailored 
support to unemployed youth in Africa



Harambee is a Youth Employment Accelerator currently 
operating in South Africa and Rwanda

• 50%+ youth unemployment rate
• We help pathway young people 

into economic opportunities
• 500k+ supported youth so far
• 100k+ jobs and work experiences 
• 500+ employers 
• Historically high touch face to 

face work seeker support model
• Now scaling up with technology 

to provide more tailored support 
to more young people

• Machine learning used for 
identifying employability 
attributes, improve efficiencies 
and identify segments with 
similar needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 1- IntroHarambee is a social enterprise currently operating in South Africa and Rwanda.  In South Africa, more than 50% of people under 35 are unemployed, and it is estimated that 40% of this generation will never workWe describe ourselves as a “Youth employment Accelerator” – we put initiatives and partnerships in place to support youth on various pathways from unemployment to economic and social participation of some kindCurrent network 500k+ supported young people in SA, emerging in RwandaHave been part of 100k+ pathways to employment, with 500+ employersWe do this multiple ways – stimulating latent demand, work readiness programs, employer and government partnerships, and providing work seeker support to our youthHistorically our work seeker support has been mostly in-person workshops – encouragement, CV writing, interview tips etc.  We are now using technology to scale this work seeker support.  One of the ways is to send tailored messaging (text and voice) to segments of candidates with similar attributes. Through various channels of connection with our candidates, we gather up to 100 data points per candidate, and used these to segment our database. 



Our current 500k candidates on our database have various levels 
of employability, and need different support on their journeys 

Low employability High employability

“Work ready” 
In economic hot spots
With further studies
Good comms and functional skills 
Some experience
Some access to resources

“Destitute” 
Rural areas
Not completed high school
Poor command of English
No experience
Very poor/ no resources

Profile

Messaging/ 
nudging / 
information

Direct match to a job 
Words of encouragement
Suggestions of how to get 
involved in community

--- range in between ---

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 2I want to briefly talk about how we used unsupervised machine learning to segment our candidates, using similar techniques used by the private sector to do customer segmentationAll our candidates are unemployed, but fall on a spectrum of “employability” On one extreme, we have candidates with high employabilityIn economic hot spotsWith secondary and tertiary education / further qualificationsGood communication and functional skills like basic numeracySome experience in the word of work or in the communitySome resources / moneyOn the other extreme, we have candidates with very low employability: In rural areasNot completed high schoolPoor command of English, the dominant language of workPoor functional skillsNo networks or work experienceVery poorBut in between there is a range of clusters , or segments, of candidates with similar attributes We used a combination of unsupervised machine learning and institutional knowledge to identify these segments. 



We used unsupervised machine learning to find natural clusters 
or “segments” of candidates with similar profiles and needs

The graphic represent 50 dimensions of data pressed onto a 2 dimensional space
Four distinct broad clusters emerge, with some of them segmented further

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 3: Slide 3: We then used machine learning to identify both the number of clusters emerging and assign every candidate to these clusters. This is called unsupervised machine learning, as we do not assign attributes or outcomes to predefined groups.  The accompanying plot on the right shows the clustering output on a two-dimensional embedding of the 50 dimensional feature space. As you can see, there are four very clear groups of varying sizes and some sub-clusters forming within these. The closer the clusters are to one another, the more related the groups are to one another. The plot on the left is known as a silhouette plot and shows not only the volume of candidates per cluster, but also the purity of their link to that cluster.



How do we use this info? - These segments are analysed, 
messaged and served differently

“Destitute”: 
Encouragement; community 
involvement; improving comms

“Hustlers”: 
Tips to upskill

“Work ready”: 
Direct matching to jobs
Polishing/ interview tips
Job search tips

“High Potential with needs”
Work readiness programs
Tips to improve 
employability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We then looked at the strongest contributing factors to each cluster to understand the architype that each cluster representThis is where institutional knowledge overlaps with the insights from MLExample – the “destitute” group is characterised by low education, communication and functional literacy levels, as well as very little access to money and resourcesConversely, the “work ready” group has high education and skills levels, and some access to resources – these can be directed directly into jobs where availableThe real insight came from the 4 sub clusters within the “High potential with needs” group where some of the differences are defined by gender, work experience, levels of self regulation and access to resources– happy to talk offline more about that. We now develop different messaging strategies for these groups based on the different architypes within the groupThis work is continuously updated – as we gather more info and overlay more nuances, more clusters might appear. Could we have done this on our own without the power of ML?Off course, but- Not as accuratelyNot as dynamically changing and updated with added information from candidates as they go through their journeyWith a lot more human resources neededWe believe that this application of technology  has huge potential in many areas of social development, and are keen to connect to others wanting to learn about our journey. Although specialized skills are needed to perform this type of analysis, these can be accessed through universities and the development network.  The important internal organisational skill needed is to interpret the outcomes of ML and implement actions. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for having me today! For those of you that don’t know me, I’m Kristin Tolle, a 19-year veteran of Microsoft. Today I’m the Chief Data Officer for Tech for Solution Impact in our Civic Engagement and Legal Affairs org under Brad Smith.I’ve actually spent most of my career here in MSR. Even so, given the august reputation of this org, I’m always 10 times more nervous than I am when I speak externally. In fact, I’m just back, today, from Kampala, Uganda where I was on a keynote panel at ICT4D and a workshop where I was teaching best practices for using AI effectively and ethically in projects for developing nations. 



Data and AI Tech 
for Social Impact
We are committed to help 
nonprofits leverage the 
Data and AI tools to 
support their missions; by 
building and publishing 
the most commonly 
requested solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our team, is designed to bridge this gap. We spent a year and a half collecting nonprofit user stories and build a steering committee to determine what were the common requests from this sector. We collect more than 500 user stories in that time. From there we started mining that for common requests and needs as well as low hanging fruit to help the sector as a whole. 



Earth Accessibility Humanitarian

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AI for Earth is our oldest at nearly 24 monthsAI for accessibility is coming up on its anniversaryAnd AI for Humanitarian Action is our most recent announcement from last November. 



• Lack of IT staffing and familiarity with the 
cloud

• Lack of data science/machine learning 
expertise

• Hard to find “funding” for non-program 
projects

• Complexity with unclear potential 
outcomes

• Unclear how to protect people’s right to 
privacy in a cloud environment

• Unsure where to start

Common nonprofit pain points

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our mission is to support and enable nonprofits, rather than treat them like other customers. Part of that is discounted software licenses to fund big projects like Seattle homelessness, but also to provide them with better, dedicated support to address their unique challenges:Like not having data science or in some cases even IT support. No dedicated funding and finding it hard to raise funds for IT projects. There is a ton of complexity—working in physically dangerous and distant conditions. And a desire to protect the vulnerable, but no in-house expertise on data security. Most don’t even know where to start. 



Connect to 
Data

• Big data via MS Open Data Sets
• BYO data (option to catalog it)
• Near-real-time, streaming data (IoT, etc.)

Model & 
Algorithm 

Development

• Model/algorithm upload or pull from GitHub
• Training
• Testing

Containerize 
and Package

• Create Docker image
• Catalog in container registry and DB

Surface for 
Consumption 

• Define API
• Add documentation
• Add access keys

Integrate

• Product integration
• Data transfer development

Report

• Telemetry setup
• PowerBI integration

This process satisfies both, model development for one-
off reports and model development for inference-based 
products. The data sources and the models are stored in a 
library, ready be be infused in subsequent products.

Product Integration

Container Surfacing 
(APIs)

Container Development

Data Sourcing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everything starts from the data. This is a combination of the data from the nonprofits and external data sources that help us build models. Next we go into model selection, training and testing. This involves putting the problem through one or the other ML test harness we’ve built. We then create a containerized model in Docker along with the data. We create an API, add documentation, and create the access keys which probably is the biggest problem we face in solutions development today. Any learnings or changes are integrated into the system. We then hand off the solution to a “build-with partner” either an academic institution, a consortium or most often to a low- or pro-bono ISV or SI partner. And in general, the often do this last piece, the telemetry set up and PBI dashboarding, but in some cases when we own the solution soup to nut—we do this too. 



Product Integration Surface

Container Development Surface

Common Data 
Model DB

Management Querying Surface Azure Open 
Data Sets (Big 

Data, NOAA, 
NASA, user-

supplied public 
data)

Private Data 
Sources

Azure
Event Grid

Streaming Data Sources

Azure Model Training and 
Experimentation

Containerized 
Model & 
Algorithm 

Library

Data Set 
LibraryAPI Platform

API Assembly
(model & algorithm containerization)

Ingestion 
Processing Pipeline

Data at rest

Data in motion

Azure SQL Engine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The architectural elements of the platform—keeping in mind that some of this is currently in development, starts at the left to me, right to you side of the screen. With ingest from data at rest or from devices. This is then stored in the common data model format. This is also where we keep the models for our test harnesses. Over on the right we see where our shipping products come into play: SQL Azure today, but we are also looking at lakes and Cosmos. The product integration service and lastly containers. 



Protection Agent for 
Wildlife Security

Data and AI 
Platform Example



SMART Conservation Tools

http://smartconservationtools.org/


1. Poaching Prevention
2. Trap/snare “hot spot” location Identification
3. Better patrol routing-reduce ranger bias 

1. PAWS Service APIs
2. GitHub
3. SMART Conservation Tools Software
4. Hand-held field devices

Core Mission Objective

Delivery and dissemination mechanisms

Output, outcome or impact
1. Identification of blinds and snares prior to animal trapping 

and/or endangerment
2. More efficient ranger patrol routes

Measure of program success

1. Percentage reduction in endangered species population 
(collar monitored)

2. Percentage reduction in adolescent abandonment (# 
orphans needing support)

Qualitative or quantitative measurement1. YOY reduction in destroyed/abandoned collars
2. Reduced identification of poached animals in park 

boundaries





1. Better identification of recruitment hotspots
2. Better data capture for prosecutions
3. Provide interventions for potential trafficking victims

1. PAWS Service APIs
2. GitHub
3. Notification devices
4. ISV software (ISV TBD)

Core Mission Objective

Delivery and dissemination mechanisms

Output, outcome or impact
1. Provide support for at risk individuals
2. Arrest or deter human traffickers
3. Identify new locations (stay a step ahead) based on priors

Measure of program success1. Percentage reduction in enslaved humans 
2. Higher arrest rates for human traffickers

Qualitative or quantitative measurement1. TBD













Fairness and Policing 
Algorithms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make policing more inefficient by directing resources better. Race-neutral? Don’t include race variable. A possible solution to racial bias in policing. 



What is predictive policing?
Predictive policing uses police 
records to learn patterns in the

occurrence of crime.

Additional police are then dispatched to the 
locations with the highest predicted rate of crime, 

thus preventing the crime that would have 
occurred from occurring or catching criminals in 

the act.

Using these patterns, the computer 
then predicts the most likely 
locations of future crimes.

police records where crime will 
be detected in the future.

finding crime you wouldn’t have found otherwise?



Are police records a representative 
sample of crime? 

• Variation in reporting rates
• NCVS indicates that reporting rates vary substantially by demographic characteristics, i.e. 

some crimes are more likely than others to be reported to police depending on who was 
victimized.

• In this case, the bias derives not from the police themselves but from the community the 
police serve.

• Variation in police attention
• Crimes that are committed in areas that are highly patrolled by police are more likely to be 

discovered by police than those committed in less patrolled areas.
• Police are not tasked with collecting a random sample, so bias in the data may come from 

legitimate police strategy.
• Variation in rates of arrest even for similar criminal behavior

• While white and black populations use marijuana at similar rates, blacks are arrested for 
marijuana possession at a rate several times that of whites.*

*https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2013/06/04/the-blackwhite-marijuana-arrest-gap-in-nine-charts/



Drug Crimes in Oakland

Data provided by openoakland.org

http://openoakland.org/


Drug Crimes in Oakland



Drug Crimes in Oakland

Image Copyright, 2013, Weldon Cooper Center for Public 
Service, Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia 
(Dustin A. Cable, creator)



Demo on Oakland Data

Lum, Kristian, and William Isaac. "To predict and serve?." Significance 13.5 (2016): 14-19.
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